**Science Magic**

**Pepper and Soap, Oh My!**

Experiment with pepper and dishwashing soap for interesting results!

Check it out this cool surface tension experiment and more from ThoughtCo. [HERE](#)

---

**Zoo Babies**

**Little Ones:**

Spring is here! How are these babies like their parents? How are they different?

Check out the Chicago area zoo babies [HERE](#)

---

**Resources for Parents and Teachers - Calming Activity**

**Calming Activity: Deep breathing** This is a great calming activity or coping tool to use when students need to cool down after an active lesson or are having a stressful moment

Click [HERE](#) for an activity from Centervention

---

**Literature**

**Please, Please the Bees** by Rashida Jones

Listen to the story of Please Please the Bees by Rashida Jones [HERE](#)

**Think and Talk About:** Who are the people who help you everyday? How?

What can you do to help others around you?

Make a list of 5 helpers in your community

See more questions and activities from the Storyline Online project [HERE](#)